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Abstract: The Great East Japan Earthquake 
occurred in 2011, and the Kumamoto Earthquake 
occurred in 2016. These disasters affected not 
only humans but also many animals. The Ministry 
of the Environment formulated the “Disaster 
Preparedness Guideline for Humans and Pets” 
in 2018. The guidelines state that the self-help 
of pet owners is fundamental in dealing with 
disasters. With the aim of furthering preparations 
for pets in the event of a disaster, we conducted 
an exploratory investigation of the factors that 
facilitate or inhibit disaster preparation for pets 
and examined how the psychological relationships 
between pets and owners affects the degree of 
execution for “preparedness in everyday life” 
and “preparing for disasters.” We conducted an 
Internet-based survey of pet owners (N = 260). 
We then conducted ordinal logistic regression 
analyses with “preparedness in everyday life” and 
“preparing for disasters” as objective variables. We 
found that the “number of pet friendships” (friends 
made through interactions because of one’s pet) 
facilitated “preparedness in everyday life” and 
“preparing for disasters.” Moreover, the “degree of 
animal welfare practice” facilitated “preparedness 
in everyday life”, and the degree of “difficulty 
being separated from pets” facilitated “preparing 
for disasters.” We discussed the contributions and 


















































































































Attitude Scale（Templer, Salter, Dickey, Baldwin, & 
Veleber, 1981），Pet Relationship Scale（Lago, Kafer, 
Delaney, & Connell, 1988），Lexington Attachment to 























































































Pet Relationship Scale（Lago et al., 1988），















からの自由 Freedom from Hunger and Thirst，2．不
快からの自由 Freedom from Discomfort，3．痛み・
負傷・病気からの自由 Freedom from Pain, Injury or 
Disease，4．恐怖・抑圧からの自由 Freedom from 
Fear and Distress，5．本来の行動がとれる自由 





























































































ずれも中程度の正の相関（r = .43 ～ .56） を示し
ているのに対し，「人間の代わりとしてのペット」
とそれらの変数との相関はいずれも低いレベル































が正の有意な傾向を示した（R2 = .35, χ2 (14) = 
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